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About this Manual

Manual Contents

This manual will help you learn how to use your Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock. It is divided into 6 chapters. The following information is included in each chapter.

**Product Description:** The Product Description provides a list of all the parts on the radio alarm clock and explains their function. It also includes a figure showing where the parts are located.

**Setting the Time:** Setting the Time explains how to set the time in 4 steps. It also includes a figure showing which parts are needed to complete this task.

**Listening to the Radio:** Listening to the Radio explains how to listen to the radio in 5 steps. It also includes a figure showing which parts are needed to complete this task.

**Setting the Alarm to a Buzzer:** Setting the Alarm to a Buzzer explains how to set the alarm to a buzzer in 4 steps. It also includes a figure showing which parts are needed to complete this task.

**Setting the Alarm to Music:** Setting the Alarm to Music explains how to set the alarm to music in 6 steps. It also includes a figure showing which parts are needed to complete this task.

**Warranty:** The Warranty section explains the terms and conditions of the 1 year warranty.

How to Use this Manual

For a more complicated manual, you may need a section that explains how to use the manual. Perhaps there are sections for new users and sections for more experienced users. Perhaps there are sections that the user should definitely read first.

Symbols and Icons

If you have symbols or icons that are used throughout your manual, you should explain them here in a table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol / Icon</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Terms and Acronyms

If you have any unique terms or acronyms you use throughout the manual, explain them here. Again, a table format would be good.

Warnings and Alerts

If you do not have enough safety requirements to make a separate chapter, you may put them here in the beginning section.

Safety Requirements

When you use your AM/FM Radio Alarm clock, please follow these safety guidelines:

1. Do not use electrical appliances near water.
2. Make sure the cord is not frayed or damaged.
3. ???
4. ???

Warnings and Alerts

This might be here depending on your product.
**Product Description**

The Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock is an electronic device that allows its user to set the time, listen to the radio, and set an alarm. It is a 5”x 3”x 2” plastic, silver box that uses power from an electrical outlet to operate. The main parts are the power cord, digital display, radio dial, radio/alarm switch, 5 operating buttons, tuning wheel, AM/FM band switch, and volume wheel (Figure 1).

![Timex AM/FM Radio Alarm Clock](image)

**Figure 1.** Timex AM/FM Radio Alarm Clock

**Description of Parts and their Functions**

**Power Cord:** The power cord is black and 3’ long. It is attached to the back of the radio alarm clock. When plugged into an electrical outlet, it provides power to the radio alarm clock.

**Digital Display:** The digital display is on the front of the radio alarm clock and is 3”x 1 ½”. It shows the time. The background is black and the numbers are red. When it is
PM, a red light that says PM displays in the upper left corner. When the alarm is turned on, a red light that says alarm displays in the lower left corner.

**Radio Dial:** The radio dial is on the front of the radio alarm clock, underneath the digital display. It shows what radio station has been selected.

**Radio/Alarm Switch:** The radio/alarm switch is on the left side of the radio alarm clock and has 4 settings: on, off, music, and buzz. The on setting turns the radio on and the off setting turns the radio off. The music setting turns the alarm on. When the alarm goes off in this setting, the radio will turn on. The buzz setting also turns the alarm on. When the alarm goes off in this setting, there will be a buzzing sound.

**5 Operating Buttons:** The 5 operating buttons are each ¼” long and oval shaped. They are located on the top of the radio alarm clock. The buttons are labeled alarm, time, hour, minute, and snooze. The alarm button allows you to set the alarm and the time button allows you to set the time. The hour and minute buttons allow you to select the hour and minute when setting the time or alarm. The snooze button turns the alarm off and makes it go off again 5 minutes later.

**Tuning Wheel:** The plastic tuning wheel is located on the right side of the radio alarm clock. A radio station can be selected by moving it to the right or to the left.

**AM/FM Band Switch:** The plastic AM/FM band switch is located on the right side of the radio alarm clock and allows you to switch between the AM and FM band.

**Volume Wheel:** The plastic volume wheel is located on the right side of the radio alarm clock and allows you to adjust the volume of the radio. Moving it to the left decreases the volume and moving it to the right increases the volume.

The Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock will provide you with an easy way to set the time, listen to the radio, and set an alarm. Once the power cord is plugged into an electrical outlet, the radio alarm clock is ready to go.

**Special Features**

If your product has any special features, you may want to describe them here.

**Button Functions**

You may want to make a summary table that defines each button on your product. The user can then refer to this table at any time without having to look at the actual instruction.
Setting the Time

The Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock can be used as a clock. This section will explain how to set the time. It is important to set the time if you also want to use the alarm feature. Figure 2 shows the locations of the parts needed to set the time.

To Set the Time:

1. Plug the power cord into an electrical outlet.

2. Hold down the time button; then press the hour button repeatedly until you reach the correct hour.

   **NOTE:** Make sure the PM light is lit in the upper left corner of the digital display if you want PM.

3. Continue to hold down the time button; then press the minute button repeatedly until you reach the correct minute.

4. Release the time button. The time is now set and will appear on the digital display.
Listening to the Radio

The Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock can be used to listen to the radio. This section will clarify how to turn the radio feature on and how to select radio stations. Figure 3 shows the locations of the parts needed to listen to the radio.

To Listen to the Radio:

1. Plug the power cord into an electrical outlet.

2. Move the AM/FM band switch to the AM position if you want to listen to an AM station. Move it to the FM position if you want to listen to a FM station.

3. Move the radio/alarm switch to the on setting. The radio will turn on.

4. To select a radio station, move the tuning wheel left or right to your desired station. The radio dial displays what station has been selected.

5. Adjust the volume as needed by turning the volume wheel left or right.
Setting the Alarm to a Buzzer

The Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock can be used as an alarm. This section will explain how to set the alarm to a buzzer. Figure 4 shows the locations of the parts needed to set this feature.

![Diagram of alarm clock parts](image)

To Set the Alarm to a Buzzer:

**NOTE:** Make sure you have set the clock before using the alarm.

1. Plug the power cord into an electrical outlet.

2. Hold down the alarm button; then press the hour button repeatedly until you reach the hour you want the alarm to go off.

3. Continue holding down the alarm button; then press the minute button repeatedly until you reach the minute you want the alarm to go off.

4. Move the radio/alarm switch to the buzz setting. A red light that says alarm will display in the lower left hand corner of the digital display.
Setting the Alarm to Music

The Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock can be used as an alarm. This section will explain how to set the alarm to music. Figure 5 shows the locations of the parts needed to set this feature.

![Diagram of alarm clock parts]

**Figure 5. Locations of Parts Needed to Set Alarm to Music**

**To Set the Alarm to Music:**

**NOTE:** Make sure you have set the clock before using the alarm.

1. Plug the power cord into an electrical outlet.

2. Hold down the alarm button; then press the hour button repeatedly until you reach the hour you want the alarm to go off.

3. Continue holding down the alarm button; then press the minute button repeatedly until you reach the minute you want the alarm to go off.

4. Move the AM/FM band switch to the AM position if you want the alarm to go off to an AM station. Move it to the FM position if you want it to go off to a FM station.
5. Turn the tuning wheel to the radio station you want the alarm to go off to.

6. Move the radio/alarm switch to the music setting. A red light that says alarm will display in the lower left hand corner of the digital display.

**Warranty**

The Timex AM/FM radio alarm clock is under warranty for 1 year. If your radio alarm clock does not work properly under normal conditions, we will send you another one. We will not replace it if it does not work because of damages you have caused. To receive warranty service, save your dated sales receipt and proof of purchase. Our phone number and address are listed below.

Timex
368 Clock Road
Los Angeles, CA 90001

1-800-564-8762

**Troubleshooting**

You may want to add some common problems with solutions here.

Or, you could put frequently asked questions with the answers.

You might also want to add contact information.